
Doing Diversity in Writing
Season 1 Episode 9-11

Marking the Unmarked
Bonus material

Which words stand out for you? 
What atmosphere do these words create? 
How would you describe the atmosphere that's created here? 
How does the point of view person feel towards what they are describing, in your
opinion? 

The following descriptions all describe the same individual, from four different viewers, using
different coded and marked language. Spot the differences and reflect. At the very end of the

exercise, you migh want to consider how your own characters would describe this person.
 

Example 1
 

There was someone on the sidewalk. Girl or guy, I don’t know. They sure had a forward sense of
fashion, though. Cheerful, too. Like the hats my grandmother used to wear to church, but then

combined with a bright purple coat. Tight pants, heavy, man-like boots. Good looking, strong jaw, I’ll
give you that. Probably a woman? Guys don’t usually dress this cheerfully. They were tall though. But

the lipstick… Unless it was lip gloss? I don’t know. Don’t really care. 
 

Example 2
 

The girl on the sidewalk looked weird. Off. I do not understand kids these days. Either she had no self
respect as a woman, or she was one of those...men. The way her, or his, coat, a ten-year-old’s purple
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Marking Persons
Example and thought exercise
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opinion? 

hung around their frame, I couldn’t tell if those were stockings or something masquerading as pants.
Either way, she, or whatever they were, just stood there, taking up space, holding one of those

expensive hot drinks, hair all around their face like they couldn’t be bothered with basic human
decency. From the look of it, they were probably on their way home from last night, meaning those

glasses were hiding a hangover. Riffraff. 

To give you a hint here, this is how we read the second example:

The second example includes more coded language. This viewer is making judgement calls by
saying things such as "no self-respect as a woman" and "those...men." "hung around their
frame" implies derision. They use the word "masquerading" when referring to the person's
pants, implying dishonesty. And then there are words and phrases that indicate the viewer
doesn't like what they see and wish they wouldn't have to see it: "taking up space,"
"expensive," "all over the place," "couldn’t be bothered," all coming together in that final
outright label: "riffraff." Although we can't be a 100% sure, certain things are being implied:
the POV speaker is probably older, a different generation, a tad conservative.

Example 3
 

They were all long legs and shoulders standing on the sidewalk. Somehow, their purple coat looked like
runway fashion on them. I’d never dare wearing it, too curvy to pull off the look. But they could. God,
they could. I wanted to run my hands through their messy hair. Would it look this good right after sex
too? Because seriously, they looked like a walking dream, with their had to be gorgeous eyes hidden
behind glasses, just standing there without a care in the world, holding a hot drink in their hand. I

blinked and then they smiled at someone, lip gloss catching those crisp morning rays, their whole body
lighting up. Someone kill me now. I had a new crush and they were probably too tall to ever notice me. 
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Which words stand out for you? 
What atmosphere do these words create? 
How would you describe the atmosphere that's created here? 
How does the point of view person feel towards what they are describing, in your
opinion? 
When compared to the previous two examples, what stands out to you? What does it tell
you about the language used?

Which words stand out for you? 
What atmosphere do these words create? 
How would you describe the atmosphere that's created here? 
How does the point of view person feel towards what they are describing, in your
opinion? 
When compared to the previous two examples, what stands out to you? What does it tell
you about the language used?

Example 4
 

Sam’s purple looked good on them today. Fall was just the right time for it and they’d paired it with the
black sunglasses I’d bought them for their birthday last year. They could use some conditioner though,
but at least they’d had the sense to wear warm footwear this time and not heels. Goodness knows we
weren’t going to be done shopping for my sister’s bachelor party anytime soon. They shoved a latte at

me as I approached, a smirk on their shiny lips. 

Marking Places
Example and thought exercise

The following descriptions all describe the same place, from three different viewers, using
different coded and marked language. Spot the differences and reflect. At the very end of the

exercise, you migh want to consider how your own characters would describe this person.
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Which words stand out for you? 
What atmosphere do these words create? 
How would you describe the atmosphere that's created here? 
How does the point of view person feel towards what they are describing, in your
opinion? 
When compared to the previous example, what stands out to you? What does it tell you
about the language used?

Example 1
 

She rolled up to the house up the long dirt road, covered in potholes from neglect and studied the
small, brown house. It’s eyes, the small, filthy windows, were dark, like a dull creature.

Here's how we've read that first example: 

The house is marked with words such as "neglect," "small," "brown," "dark," "filthy,"dull,"
and, finally, unhumanity is suggested by calling it a "creature."

Example 2

She rolled up to the house, avoiding the potholes the rains inevitably brought, no matter how often
roads in the area were mended. Recent storms had been so vicious that there were dirt splatters over
the windows of the house. Brown, small, the house in the middle of a rain-lashed yard like a toad in
the mud, still trying to break itself free from the landscape, it’s windows slitted and dark as if it wasn’t

yet sure it wished to fully open itself up to the ravaging elements.
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Example 3
 

She rolled up to the house, swerving to avoid potholes. It was like playing video games, dogging to get
through to the big boss or the treasure. At the end of the road was a house. It didn’t look like much at

first glance. There couldn’t have been more than one bedroom, a kitchen and a sitting room in it, if
that. Like a one-man protective cave, it’s windows pointed to the once high price of glass. There had to
be history here, weathered and battered, but still standing in it’s humble pride, even amidst the muddy

yard left behind by the recent rain. A bath to get the mud off the windows would probably help.

Now think about these three descriptions and explore what kind of impressions you have
about who lives in this house. You probably have three different ideas, one for each

description. Even though each example describes the same house, chances are you saw the
house, and its potential occupant, in your mind differently because we wanted you to. We

marked certain things, and didn’t mark others. We drew parallels to some things, and
discarded other possible parallels. As authors, we have an amazing amount of control with our

"camera" and word choice. 
 

Check out representationmatters.art for more resources.


